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HARVIK 9687L Fireman’s Boots

EN  Fireman’s Helmet

HANCOM SPI SCA1203N  Fireman’s Coat/Pants

- Allows fired fighters to conserve enegery and fully concentrate 
    on saving lives in various incidents.
- SCA 1203N is fire resistant, made of 100% aramid polyamide textile and 
    is specially designed with innovative use of multiple layers of thermal 
    protection with excellent ventilation and breathability while keeping the 
    fireman dry, reducing heat stress.

- EN 469 Compliant

- SCA 680 is designed for applications where simplicity and 
        ease of operation in extreme environmental conditions 
        with fire fighters (and first responders) in mind.
- SCA 680 is one of the lightest SCBAs in the market and 
        is constructed for easy and rapid donning and doffing 
        of the unit. 
- Unique Swivel Back Design -- gives user greater balance 
        during rescue operations and helps prevent lower back injuries.
- Mask features include net back harness for a snug fit of fire helmet 
        as well as having both First Breath activation and Ambient Air switch.
- Availalbe in 30, 45 and 60 minute carbon fiber cylinders.
- Option: Hard Plastic Carrying Case

- EN 137 EN136 Compliant

HANCOM SPI SCA680A SCBA

HySafety Fireman’s Gloves

- Fireman’s Gloves Abrasion resistant, 
     multi-directional structrure
- Flame retardant wristlet 
- Completely sewn, one-piece liner is 
  permanently affixed to the glove shell in 
  the fingertips and wrist areas, to withstand 
  repeated use in fire fighting conditions.
- Both EN & NFPA Versions are available.

For Structural Firefighting & General Rescue

- Flame retardant rubber upper and outsole with Heat insulation; Waterproof; Oil and Slip resistant; 
- Heel energy absorbing design; Can withstand 18kV of live current at dry condition
- Non corrossive stainless steel midsole and Epoxy coated toe caps

     -   EN 15090 / EN ISO 20345 Compliant
 

COMPLETE  FIRE  FIGHTING  GEAR

             Call us at +63 2 6361528

- Flame retardant, UV resistant Carbon Fiber 
   Helmet Shell.
-  Flame retardant Chinstrap
- Internally located Suspension Straps 
- Flame Self-extinguising hard shell cap 
- Standard Faceshields
- EN Compliant
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